As climate change makes security problems more complex, approaching these problems through targeted interdisciplinary opportunities such as fellowships can create more effective solutions. These speakers are each participating as fellows or postdocs in assessing and solving some of the most challenging problems in the climate and security area. Join us to find out about their work and the opportunities these positions afford.

Speakers

Dr. Emily A. Pesicka
is an ORISE Post-Doctoral Fellowship with the Center for Infrastructure Defense at NPS. Dr. Pesicka received her Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Her research focuses on climate change, risk, resilience, and critical military infrastructure.

LT Kionna D. Myles, MSC, USN
is an NPS student in the Master of Business Administration program with a focus in Logistics Management. She is a Barrow Fellow for the 2021-2022 academic year. LT Myles is a results driven Healthcare Administrator with a dexterous and accomplished history within military medicine in all aspects of operations and process improvement.

Captain Joe Yanuzzi, USMC
is an NPS student seeking a Master's degree in National Security Affairs. He is selected as a Marine Foreign Area Officer for the Sub-Saharan Africa Region. He was formerly enlisted with Marine Corps Security Forces. He is currently a logistics officer.

LT Natalia Widulinski, USN
is a student at the Defense Language Institute, Korean School and a Barrow Fellow for the 2021-2022 academic year. She is an INDOPACOM Foreign Area Officer and completed her master's degree at NPS in Regional Security Studies - East Asia and the Indo-Pacific in September 2021.

Katelin Wright
is a Senior Immigration Services Officer with the U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services (USCIS). She is a fellow with the Climate and Security Advisory Group (CSAG) Climate and Security Fellowship Program. Since graduating from the Center for Homeland Defense and Security at NPS, Katelin has continued to research climate change-induced migration and the risks, surprises, and unexpected opportunities a warming world may have on U.S. security.

To Attend:
Zoom Link: https://nps-edu.zoomgov.com/j/1613350237 • Passcode: CSNLead22#

For more information:
• Barrow Fellows
• ORISE Fellowship
• CSAG Climate and Security Fellowship Program
• NPS Climate and Security Network